
FBI-King Section 58, Serials 4501-4576 75 does, 170 pages, tyc say, actually 168 
These seriale appear to be in r verse order and are reviewed en delivered. 
4664 Rosen toile DeLoach Banes "absolutely no good." 
4559 refers to attached letter and memorandum to Stephen Pollak, neither attached. It also refers to Pollak being provided with everything eretinent at AO's request. This and other such records now provided by FBI stronglu indicate non-compliance by Civil Rights Division- and deliberate non-compliance. 
4539 Rosen to DeLcach memo on help tp 	says it is usual practise to rand lab reports to city of origin, thin case Memphis. 
illegible serial is 6/17/68 memo to Polak. Did we get from ORD? 
4531 Jones calla Jeremiah O'Leary fl. "very reliable contact" whose Readers Digest 8/68 article "it would be greatly be to our advantage to have the benefit of reading it and offering any changes we felt neceseary, prior to publication." Those deletions Digest lawyers felt necessary for fair trial indicated on ms. attached. O'Leary invents conversations. 
Bishop noted "some question about this coming out before the trial" but there is "OK H". The FBI's cost and effort statistics are the lead in the article. Note deletion of fact there was no ba;iistice match.4-5. As does the content, no do deletions reflect the FBI. Example, of alleged Ray in-jail racism, which comes from the FBI's inmate interviews (both ways, not this one way) 13-14. DeLoach groa EYES OF DIREMR ONLY" new of 6/6/68 referred to on 17 not provided. Be was phoned from "tendon at home 7:15 a.m. Wash time 6/6 and told of Sneyd arrest. Do memo provided. No rboord of any kind. 18 
All-points bulletin, p.19, close, not provided. 
4528 When Pollak complained "he had not gotten any teletypes, cablegrams or airtels in connection with the King case other than the one sled which had been sent con=e-ring the arraignment of the subject," on June 12, Rosen told DeLoach the FBI could screen these coemunicatione of fact but Hoover ordered that the secrets usually kept from the rest of the idepertment be kept from all. 
4527 DJ considering getting Britain to deport Ray but decided against it as prejudicing trial 2, graf three one of several statements Vinson made reports we have not been provided, by DJ. 3,graf 1, instead of affidavits, DeLoach wanted to have agents "notarize the Laboratory k 	reports which had previously been sent to keestate and which had been included in the investigative reports." The lab did not give us what it sent to the state. Usual prodedure eieLeach says, as Crazier testified on deposition. Deportation-nix-more bottom 3. 
4-Boover's note saying lilTimes has no friends in FBI 
412Mniumutagagiustipmixtinsix 
serials 4501-5 missing. 


